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Premium Series 
Recognizing the demand for high performance work shop products, 
Winntec sourced the best quality components and developed a range of 
premium work shop equipment which offers excellent value for money.

Choosing Winntec means choosing certainty in terms of quality,  
functionality and after sales service. It’s the experience which makes 
the difference !

Reaching new heights in professional shop equipment
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Y432025 (N.W. 29 kg)

Y432030 (N.W. 45 kg)

This 22/8T light weight compact telescopic jack comes with a handle 
that folds down. Its first stage reaches 240mm & 22 Tons. The second 
stage reaches 324mm & 8 Tons. It has a 2 piece extended handle and 
2 adaptors are included. The jack has a low entrance height of just 
168mm. Dead man’s control function offers ultimate safety. Ideal for 
road service (trucks).

Y432001 (N.W. 47 kg)

This 20T jack has an extension screw in addition to 3 saddles (50-50-20 
mm) that can be placed on top of each other for added height. Chrome 
main ram and aluminum air motor guarantee optimum lifetime. Air 
filter, connected to hose, included.

The perfect All-Rounder. This 30/15T jack takes Winntec air-hydraulic 
technology to its very extreme. Its first stage lifts 30T and reaches 
220mm. The second stage, with 15T capacity, reaches another 80mm 
resulting in a 300mm maximum height without extensions. With a 
150mm low profile this jack is ideal for modern low ground-clearance 
vehicles. The jack comes with 3 extensions (10-70-120mm) and has a 
manual valve that can close the oil channel (during transport).
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